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Over 30 books spanning multiple medical and health science disciplines designated as Doody's Core Titles by Doody's Review Service.

Doody's Core Titles have been selected by academically-affiliated healthcare professionals and medical librarians, and are considered must-have resources for practitioners, researchers, and students.

A Core Title is a book that represents essential knowledge needed by professionals or students in a given discipline. Up to three librarians score each title on a score of 0-3 in five fundamental collection development criteria: authoritativeness of author and publisher; scope and coverage of the subject matter; quality of content (including timeliness); usefulness and purpose; and value of money. Scores are averaged to provide an overall score for each title.

Doody's Review Service is a leading source for expert, authoritative quality assessment and collection development tools for medical, nursing, and allied health books.
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What's Included
- Advanced Respiratory Critical Care
- Cardiothoracic Surgery
- Clinical Atlas of Procedures in Ophthalmic and Oculofacial Surgery
- Clinical Neurology of Aging
- Drugs in Psychiatry
- Emergencies in Mental Health Nursing
- Epidemiology: An Introduction
- Essentials of Toxicology for Health Protection
- Fitness For Work
- Genetic Diseases of the Eye
- Mental Health and Care Homes
- Neurobiology of Mental Illness
- Oxford American Handbook of Endocrinology and Diabetes
- Oxford American Handbook of Hospice and Palliative Medicine
- Oxford American Handbook of Infectious Diseases
- Oxford American Handbook of Rheumatology
- Oxford Handbook of Clinical and Laboratory Investigations
- Oxford Handbook of Clinical Immunology and Allergy
- Oxford Handbook of Gastroenterology and Hepatology
- Oxford Handbook of Geriatric Medicine
- Oxford Handbook of Midwifery
- Oxford Handbook of Occupational Health
- Oxford Handbook of Psychiatry
- Oxford Handbook of Urology
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Oxford Textbook of Interventional Cardiology
Oxford Textbook of Palliative Nursing
Oxford Textbook of Rheumatology
Paediatric Nephrology
Paediatric Rheumatology
Practical Procedures in Anaesthesia and Critical Care
Rheumatology and the Kidney
The Vestibular System: A Sixth Sense